
Ka-chunk fuel line attached. Wide slow push in on don in 
jupiter fuel room.



Follow fuel line

Boom down as D turns and 
heads out.

Then 'lead it' As it rises...

Boom up out of hatch D climbs up Adjust to include v as D stands.
"So, are we good?"

D locks fuel line inside ship



 "Are you referring to our 
arrangement?"...
"Means you better ... start 

"What is it?"
"Wondering what we're going to 
do when the Jupiter falls..."

"Okay, listen up -- in just three 
hours we're going to have a 
full tank..."

The weight's going to shift..." "So, do you have a better idea?"

"We can use the chariots as an 
anchor."
"Will that work?"
"Might if you have the right guy."

"Or the right girl... who do you 
trust..."
"No offence? How is that not 
offensive?"

"Don't let us down Robinson."

"How much longer?"...
"Would you like me to change 
the laws of physics?..."



Adjust with J as she goes to her 
chariot and casts a last look 
to D.

D passes through the shot, 
pissed.



Tilt down from alien sky to find Veejay 
and penny. "Look I'm sorry I kinda 
freaked out..."

Wide (Jupiter in bg): veejay sits. "Wanna 
know why I didn't want you to see this?"

He holds out the envelop for her. "Read 
it."

"It's a poem"

"If you find this message... and 
travelled afar."

"This is terrible." "You try and rhyme when you're hurtling 
towards your death."

Follow them (steadicam). Penny hands 
over the envelope. "Everyone knows 
about the robot now... Not like me."



"I AM VEEJAY --- AGED SIXTEEN YEARS/I 
LOVED FREE CLIMBING...MY MOM MADE ME 
FRAME IT."

"SHUT UP."

I WAS GOING TO DO THE 'MILES TO GO 
BEFORE I SLEEP THING' BUT..."

SHE LEANS IN AND KISSES HIM.

"IT'S FROM THE HEART."
"...I'M JUST A PARTICLE OF SPACE DUST, 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO KEEP."



Close on fuel gauge on fuel 
trailer.

... and evan's chariot, each with 
tow line extended to...

Swingp past judy's chariot...

Buried jupiter. Tow lines hold it 
precariously in place.

Slide left as chariots struggle 
to retain ground.

Pull out from fuel trailer 
and...



...to find J behind the wheel.

Reverse angle on J's chariot 
push in and boom up

Reverse: "How's the foot?" CU J: "you're the one we 
shouldn't trust."

The chariot lurches Profile angle: chariots yanked 
forward.

Camera mounted on chariot. It 
is pulled forward by jupiter.



Ariel view of jupiter teetering. Low angle of Jupiter teetering.



B comes up to D: "I don't know 
how much longer these are 
going to hold."

J CU.

D goes into ship

J rides the accelerator. Gauges in the red

Winch strains Teacher coupled to the ship 
cable

Over E to J: "you okay in there?"
"Yeah, you?"

D crosses to Jupiter.
"Never go to bed angry."



Profile J: "Just hold on. Don's 
pulling everyone out."

Over D to hole in ship.

Angle through hub window. D 
makes his way through hall.

D reacts. Push in to him as he notices 
something else.

Exits. Wide on the ship: d scoots past 
hole.

Over D approaching a cabin.

"You guys almost done?"
"Disconnecting."
"See you topside."



Angle through door. D 
approaches, reacts...

High angle: D finishes opening 
door and enters.

D pulls open door.

Low angle over trunk He reaches for it

D moves junk out of the way to 
reveal trunk

ECU D Opens trunk
"You sonofabitch."

D Pov: door ID, fritzing.




